Bus lane with intermittent priority (BLIP) is an innovative method to improve the reliability of bus services while promoting efficient usage of road resources. Vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) communication is an advanced technology that can greatly enhance the vehicle mobility, improve traffic safety, and alleviate traffic jams. To explore the benefits of BLIP operation under a connected environment, this study proposed a three-lane cellular automata (CA) model under opening boundary condition. In particular, a mandatory BLIP lane-changing rule is developed to analyze special asymmetric lane-changing behaviors. To improve the simulation accuracy, a smaller cell size is used in the CA model. Through massive numerical simulations, the benefits and influences of BLIP are explored in this paper. They include impacts on neighborhood lanes such as traffic density increasing and average speed decreasing, lanechanging behaviors, lane usage, and the impacts of bus departure interval and clear distance on the road capacity of BLIP. Analysis of traffic flow characteristics of BLIP reveals that there is a strong relationship among bus departure interval, clear distance, and road capacity. Furthermore, setting conditions for deployment of BLIP under the V2V environment such as reasonable departure interval, clear distance, and traffic density are obtained.
Introduction
To reduce traffic congestion in urban areas, many strategies have been proposed to improve the operational efficiency and attractiveness of public transportation systems. The dedicated bus lane (DBL) is perhaps one of the most popular bus priority strategies that seeks to provide high-quality transit service and improve operation speed. While DBL is able to improve the service level of the transit system, it requires the reservation of a whole lane for buses and forbids the entrance of private vehicles during a certain period. This may reduce the usage of limited road resources, leading to serious congestion of neighborhood lanes. To address this problem, Eichler [1] proposed an innovative bus priority approach called the bus lane with intermittent priority (BLIP). The basic idea of the original BLIP concept is to divide the road segment into a few sequential sections. The length of each section is predetermined by the geometry of road networks, like intersections, which means each section may not be equal in length. The section-based BLIP works as follows: when a bus is approaching a roadway section, the BLIP in this roadway section becomes a bus lane; private vehicles running in front of the bus are required to leave the BLIP lane for the oncoming bus using variable message signs; when the bus passes this roadways section, the BLIP lane is reopened to private traffic again; private vehicles behind the bus are allowed to enter the BLIP lane at any time [2, 3] .
Numerous researches have been conducted to explore the system components. Implementation of BLIP relies on a number of transportation infrastructures such as automatic vehicle location, central control system, information panel, in-pavement lights, and bus detection [4, 5] . A simulation conducted by US Department of Transportation reveals that the BLIP reduces the travel time by 14% through improving the intersection delays [6] . This outcome, however, is challenged by some other studies where BLIP is found to 2 Discrete Dynamics in Nature and Society negatively contribute to traffic delay and the road capacity [1, 2] . Albeit so many efforts devoted to the study of BLIP, a number of associated challenges still prevent the fully exploit of its potentials. First, the road capacity is still wasted too much if BLIP is too long; second, the sections of varied lengths may cause unsymmetric benefits of BLIP. To address this problem, Wu et al. [7] proposed a connected vehicles (CV) based BLIP, where the section lengths are assumed to be fixed and all vehicles are capable of vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) communications to assist lane-changing decisions. Based on V2V communication, real-time information such as vehicular location and speed could be exchanged between vehicles. A predetermined clear distance for private vehicles could then be set in BLIP to clear the road for coming buses.
Although the impact of BLIP is investigated in recent researches, studies related to BLIP under V2V environment are very rare and some major issues still remain untacked, for example, the interrelationship between fundamental diagram, speed-density relationship, and road capacity of V2V-based BLIP, the impact of various factors on BLIP such as lane-changing rules, long bus departure intervals, vehicle lengths, and acceleration, and frequently ping-pong lanechanging pattern. This prevents the full exploration of the inhomogeneous phenomena associated with the bus priority strategy. Furthermore, as one of the most promising enabler technologies, a comprehensive guideline for implementation of BLIP in the connected environment and an approach to quantify the corresponding impact on traffic flow and road capacity are yet to be found.
Most of existing studies explore BLIP using theoretical methods such as kinematic wave theory. However, these studies mainly focus on analyzing the macroscopic traffic flow characteristics and pay little attention to microscopic details which are fundamental for operation of BLIP. In addition, theoretical methods are not flexible enough to deal with complex traffic environments like V2V communication [8] . In certain context, the simulation-based method is more robust which allows researchers to comprehensively study the traffic flow through holistically considering the potential impact factors. For example, the cellular automaton (CA) had been proved to be a powerful tool to study traffic flow under both macro-and microenvironments [9] . It is, thereby, extensively adopted to study the traffic flow pattern.
The CA model (NS) for a single lane was first formulated by Kai and Schreckenberg [10] . Based on the NS model, CA models have been extended to study two-lane and three-lane traffic flow models. Chowdhury et al. [11] extended it to a twolane model with stochastic lane change rule. Daoudia and Moussa [12] used it to build a three-lane model with symmetric lane change rule. Several attempts have been made so far in this direction, and different lane-changing procedures have been proposed [13] [14] [15] [16] . CA models for mixed vehicle traffic such as mixed private vehicles with buses or trucks have also been studied [15, [17] [18] [19] . These studies found that the CA model can efficiently characterize some traffic flow phenomenon occuring in multilane and mixed traffic flow scenarios. To take advantage of CA model, this study proposed a three-lane CA model to study the influence of V2V-based BLIP on urban traffic flow. 
Model
In this section, a three-lane CA model for BLIP under V2V environment is presented. The traffic condition under which the BLIP can be implemented will also be studied.
Model Definition.
The hypothetical BLIP simulation system consists of three parallel single lanes (left, middle, and right). It is based on V2V technology, which means each private vehicle can evaluate whether it is in the clear distance range of a rear bus or not according to real-time information (like location and speed). Since bus stops are often deployed near intersections to utilize the red-light time for boarding passengers [20, 21] , thus, the BLIP lane itself can be seen as the key factor in urban traffic flow and the model focuses on how the BLIP affects traffic flow on the road and does not take bus stations and intersections into account.
The model is defined on a one-dimensional array of cells per lane. In previous CA models, each cell has a uniform length of 7.5 m, and each vehicle has the uniform size and occupies exactly one cell. Such cell size is too coarse, which leads to unrealistic acceleration rates. A smaller cell size can simulate the acceleration behavior with higher resolution which can mimic the physical features of vehicular movements better [22, 23] . In this study, each cell represents a division of the road of 1. (1) Acceleration. If the velocity of a car (or a bus) in lane is lower than V max (or V max ) and if there is enough space ahead (V ≤ gap − 1), then the speed is increased by one; that is,
(2) Deceleration. If the next vehicle ahead is too close (V ≥ gap + 1), then speed is reduced to gap ; that is, 
Lane-Changing Rules.
If the BLIP system has been equipped with V2V technology, drivers can easily get realtime-space headways in different lanes and decide whether to change lanes or not. Generally, lane-changing rules can be symmetric or asymmetric with respect to the lanes or to the vehicles. All changing behaviors in this model are divided into the following two categories: the common lane-changing with the symmetric rule, where the regular cars change lanes randomly to a neighborhood lane if necessary; and BLIP lanechanging with the asymmetric rule, which means some cars are forced to leave the BLIP lane due to an oncoming bus if they are in the range of the rear bus's clear distance.
Common Lane-Changing.
In normal driving contexts, the driver needs to change lanes to seek a better driving environment; this is labeled as common lane-changing in this study. To mimic the common lane-changing behavior, the following three essential criteria are used in the proposed model: (1) the incentive criterion: a faster car wants to keep a desired high speed or avoid jamming traffic; (2) the security criterion: a driver only change lanes when it is safe and his/her behavior does not affect the movements of other vehicles on target lane; and (3) the time criterion: a car must remain in the original lane for at least 4 seconds before it starts to change lanes to avoid ping-pong lane-changing behaviors [14] . The methods to model these criteria of common lane-changing behaviors are presented as follows.
Let gap-front (resp., gap-rear ) be the number of free cells between a car in lane and its front (resp., rear) neighboring car in target lane . When the car is blocked by the nearest vehicle ahead and cannot obtain its desired speed at time , it might try to find a safe gap in the adjacent lane and change lanes. 
then car changes lane from to .
BLIP Lane-Changing.
As can be seen in Figure 1 If there is no safe gap, they will remain in the BLIP lane and try to merge to the middle lane again at next time step, which can be described as follows:
then car changes lane from to . 
Simulations and Discussions
In this section, we conduct numerical simulations of an urban roadway under the opening boundary condition using the three-lane CA model. The main road length is 1600 cells (2400 meters). The first 10000 time steps are discarded to reduce the negative effect of the transient time. The results are obtained from 10001 to 10600 time steps. We discuss all simulations under the following two traffic situations: the threelane urban road with no bus priority and no BLIP lane-changing (labeled as Case A) and the three-lane urban road with the BLIP strategy (labeled as Case B).
Denote ,type ( ) as the number of vehicles in lane at time (pcu/lane, passenger car unit/lane), type ∈ {car, bus}. Let ( ) denote the traffic density of lane at time (pcu/km), and V ( ) (km/h), and ∈ {left, middle, right} denotes the average velocity of lane . The following equations are used to calculate ( ) and V ( ), respectively:
In this simulation, a vehicle is inserted into the left boundary of each lane with the entry probability in (0.025 ≤ in ≤ 1). It determines the input of traffic flow.
To analyze the function of BLIP, eight aspects are explored: effects of BLIP, average traveling time, effects of bus departure interval, effects of clear distance, lane change behavior, lane usage, traffic capacity, and suitable traffic conditions.
Effects of BLIP.
Simulation is conducted with different lane-changing rules to evaluate the performance of the BLIP strategy, including time-space distribution of traffic flow, average speed, average delay, lane-changing rate and frequency, lane usage, average bus traveling time saving, and road capacity loss. As we can see from Figure 2 (c), upstream cars will always slow down to follow buses or try to change lanes to overtake the buses in Case A. Additionally, some buses cannot maintain their speeds due to downstream congestion and this leads to a decline in service quality. Such a situation is significantly improved by introducing the BLIP strategy (Figure 2(f) ). The downstream cars in the BLIP lane will be forced to change lanes (mandatory lane-changing) when a bus is coming. The trajectory of buses is consistent with the bus departure interval and is less influenced by general traffic in Case B. Recall that the mandatory lane changes are performed only when those cars are in a clear distance range of a rear bus, which makes merging behaviors more complex in the middle and right lane. Besides, mandatory BLIP lane-changing may induce traffic jams in the middle lane (Figure 2(e) ). Due to the BLIP, the traffic density of the right lane in front of buses decreases. This makes the buses move more smoothly with higher speeds and fewer delays. Histograms shown in Figure 5 further justify such phenomenon. Figure 5 (a) obeys normal distribution, and it also illustrates that 36 km/h is the mean of average bus speed in Case A. However, atypical and asymmetric bus speed distribution in Case B with dispersion and higher speed easily ensures that buses have a smooth ride and are fuel efficient which improves bus service significantly ( Figure 5(b) ).
Traffic Time-Space Distributions.

Average Traveling Time.
The main purpose of providing the BLIP strategy is to eliminate the disturbances imposed by general traffic. Figure 6 presents the average bus traveling time in Case A and Case B in different traffic density scenarios. Simulation results show that there is no difference between both cases when the traffic density is less than 30 pcu/km, because all vehicles run at nearly free-flow speeds, whereas for traffic density within the range of [30, 100] pcu/ km, the average bus traveling time in Case B is less than that in Case A even during peak hours. The BLIP strategy reduces bus traveling time by providing buses a temporary DBL. Figure 7 indicates that, by introducing temporary priority, the travel time is reduced by 5% when the traffic density is within the range of [40, 80] pcu/km. The reduction reaches up to 7% when traffic density is around 45 pcu/km, which reduces bus traveling time delay and passenger waiting time and improves service reliability. Figure 8 shows the speed-density relationship of the BLIP lane in Case B at different bus departure intervals. The initial inputs for each variable are set as follows: depart ∈ {60 s, 90 s, 120 s, 150 s}, cd = 300 m, rand = 0.25, in = 1, and out = 0.7. Simulation results imply that the average speed of the right lane reduces monotonically with respect to reduced departure interval. This is perhaps because the vehicles change lanes more frequently when departure interval decreases. In contrast, increasing bus departure interval would reduce an occurrence of BLIP lane-changing behaviors and result in higher traffic density in the BLIP lane. Hence, it is very important to choose a reasonable bus departure interval time to show the benefits of Discrete Dynamics in Nature and Society BLIP. Longer bus departure interval is recommended because it improves average speed, traffic density, and road capacity of the right lane. Figure 9 illustrates the speeddensity relationship of the BLIP lane in Case A and Case B with different clear distances. The simulation scenario is based on the following variables: cd ∈ {150 m, 300 m, 450 m, 600 m}, depart = 60 s, rand = 0.25, in = 1, and out = 0.7. As shown here, clear distance has a certain impact on the speed and traffic density. While a larger clear distance can provide more space for buses, it also leads to more lanechanging behaviors and brings confusion to traffic flow. Therefore, more cars are forced to the middle lane with clear distance increasing when traffic density is within the range of [0, 40] pcu/km, because there is enough space for those cars to change their lane from the right to middle. And there will be more cars going back to the right lane after a bus passes within the traffic density area. It leads to more lanechanging behaviors and causes lower average speed of BLIP lane. Similarly, clear distance changing may also cause the change of the traffic density. Smaller clear distance offers higher density and helps to improve road capacity.
Effects of Bus Departure Interval.
Effects of Clear Distance.
Lane Change Behavior.
Frequent and large numbers of lane changes not only negatively affect the traffic flows but also reduce the comfortability of driving. Here, we define LC frequency( ) (times/lane/hour) and LC rate( ) (lane-changing rate) as functions of average traffic density.
is the number of lane changes for vehicle in lane , per kilometer (Δ ) of road, and for each time interval (Δ ) [24] . is the total number of vehicles in lane for each time interval (Δ ). The following variables, cd = 150 m, depart = 60 s, rand = 0.25, in = 1, and out = 0.7, are used in this simulation scenario to evaluate both symmetric and asymmetric lane change behaviors.
(2) Figure 10 investigates 3.6. Lane Usage. Here, we define usage( ) (total length of vehicles/length of lane) as functions of average traffic density.
is the length of car in lane . is the length of lane .
We present Figure Figure 14 displays the total road capacity of three lanes in Case A and Case B. In general, the increase of clear distance reduces the total road capacity significantly. It illustrates that longer clear distance is not applicable to the actual operation of BLIP. On the contrary, the increase of bus departure interval notably improves the total road capacity. By comparing the total road capacity simulations results in Case A and Case B, it is obvious to observe that the maximum capacity is reached at a smaller clear distance and a larger bus departure interval.
The maximum road capacity is obtained when cd = 150 m and depart = 120 s and is slightly greater than 5500 pcu/h. The minimum of total capacity loss is less than 100 pcu/h for three lanes. And the minimum capacity is achieved when cd = 600 m and depart = 60 s, which is slightly smaller than 5100 pcu/h.
Suitable Traffic Conditions.
Simulation results in the above sections show that the operational effects of the BLIP strategy are highly affected by traffic parameters in the threelane road segment. Based on the results, the recommendations of traffic conditions that are most suitable for BLIP implementation under V2V environment are summarized in Table 1 to help transport agencies decide when to use this technique. Three traffic parameters are considered which are the bus departure interval, clear distance, and traffic density. Table 1 suggests that the lower limit of bus departure interval is 90 s, which is very appropriate for buses of multiple routes sharing one BLIP lane. The lower and upper limit of clear distance are 150 m and 300 m, respectively. This clear distance range ensures that the BLIP strategy can not only provide dynamic priority for buses, but also minimize the effect on general traffic and the loss of total road capacity. The reasonable lower limit of traffic density is 30 pcu/km, which avoids unnecessary road capacity loss. The reasonable upper limit of traffic density is 90 pcu/km. It is actually a very high traffic density, in which general traffic could barely change lanes to provide temporary priority for buses. The above information is critical to the BLIP operation practices, which guarantee that the V2V-based BLIP plays a positive role in promoting bus service quality.
Conclusion
This paper focuses on building a simulation framework to evaluate a V2V based BLIP system. Microscopic traffic characteristics such as lane-changing behaviors and lane usage are investigated by setting a new BLIP lane-changing rule. The three-lane CA model provides a useful tool to study the influence of the BLIP on urban roads, explore suitable traffic conditions, and make better decisions in an application of the BLIP strategy under a connected vehicle environment. It is found that there are higher average speed and lower traffic density in the BLIP lane with respect to the ordinary lane. And it is also found that larger clear distance and higher bus departure frequency both increase the impact on general traffic under the BLIP strategy. There is no doubt that the BLIP strategy could promote bus speed and save bus traveling time at a certain traffic condition range, but at the same time it unavoidably reduces road capacity. The BLIP strategy partially sacrifices the interests of car users to support bus riders, which seems reasonable for transportation equality. According to simulation results, the BLIP strategy reduces the total capacity of three lanes by nearly 500 pcu/h in the worst situation. The BLIP strategy has a positive effect only when the traffic condition is within the range of ∈ [30, 90] pcu/km, cd ∈ [150, 300] m, and depart ∈ [90, +∞) s.
As a creative bus priority strategy, there is still much work to be done before real implementation of BLIP. For example, the influence of bus stops has not been considered in this paper, which is similar to a temporarily fixed bottle-neck when a bus loads passengers. It is still possible to be analyzed using our method if the model is slightly improved. Our work concentrates on studying the BLIP strategy on a three-lane roadway. Since our model proves that BLIP strategy works well in various scenarios, the benefits of the BLIP strategy would be more remarkable when there are four or more lanes in the roadway. More extensive simulation numerical experiments need to be conducted to assess the effectiveness of the proposed strategy under different patterns of bus stops, passenger volumes, and a probability of private drivers who obey mandatory lane-changing rules. 
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